### Fees and Expenses per Quarter

**Educational Fee**, mandatory for all full-time undergraduate and graduate students. Undergraduate students whose enrollment for the term is approved by the dean of their college for 10 quarter units or fewer of academic credit shall pay 50 percent of the Educational Fee per quarter. This determination is made as of the close of the fifteenth day of instruction. Reduction of units to 10 or fewer after this date reduces tuition by $1,424.

**University Registration Fee**, mandatory for undergraduate and graduate students, for services that benefit the student and are complementary to but not part of the instructional program. The fee supports operating and capital expenses for services related to the physical and psychological health and well-being of students; social and cultural activities and programs; services related to campus life and campus community; and educational and career support services. No part is returned to students who do not carry a full program or who do not use these privileges. Graduate students on filing-fee status pay one-half of the fee.

**Student Services Fee**, mandatory for all students; covers a portion of the costs for low-income students in UCR and -operated businesses, and various campus publications. $20

**Associated Students Program Board Fee**, mandatory for all undergraduate students; designed to supplement the outpatient care available to all registered students through the Campus Health Center. Students who can prove comparable or better coverage from another source may apply to be waived from the premium.

**Music Instruction Fee**, mandatory for all students; covers the cost of course materials students consume, retain, or use; costs associated with use of university-owned equipment; or costs of other materials or services necessary to provide a supplemental education experience of direct benefit to the student. This fee is assessed for enrollment in laboratory and art courses identified in the quarterly Schedule of Classes.

**Recreation Center Fee**, mandatory for all students; assessed to pay the costs of construction, maintenance, and operation of the Recreation Center.

**Course Materials Fee**, covers the cost of course materials students consume, retain, or use; costs associated with use of university-owned equipment; or costs of other materials or services necessary to provide a supplemental education experience of direct benefit to the student. This fee is assessed for enrollment in laboratory and art courses identified in the quarterly Schedule of Classes.

**University Health Insurance Premium**, mandatory for all graduate and professional students. Students who can demonstrate comparable or better insurance coverage from another source may apply to be waived from the premium. Premium remissions may apply for some graduate students with academic appointments and fellowships. For more information see finaid.ucr.edu/cost.html

Nonresident Tuition

No part of the university and the Office of the President represents student interests to the Regents.

**Medical School Student Fee**, mandatory for all medical school students; covers a portion of the costs for low-income students in UCR and -operated businesses, and various campus publications. $20

**Graduate and Professional Student Health Insurance Premium**, mandatory for all graduate and professional students. Students who can demonstrate comparable or better insurance coverage from another source may apply to be waived from the premium. Premium remissions may apply for some graduate students with academic appointments and fellowships. For more information see finaid.ucr.edu/cost.html

**Graduate and Professional School Fees**

- **Professional School Fees**, mandatory for professional school students: Medical school students - $7,725
- MBA students - $3,120
- Medical school students - $61
- Graduate Student Association for UCR Fee, mandatory for all graduate students and supports the Graduate Student Association, including publication of the Graduate Newsletter - $20

**Graduate and Professional School Fees**

- **Fall 2003 receive a 75 percent reduction of the nonresident tuition for a maximum of three calendar years.** See Fee Exemptions and Reductions in this catalog for additional information.

**Estimated Additional Expenses per Year**

Additional expenses for students vary (see finaid.ucr.edu/cost.html for more information). An average budget for a single student might include the following items, calculated on a three-quarter (nine-month) basis:

- **Books and Supplies**, normally about $1,350 a year, but books and supplies may vary considerably depending on a student’s curricula. Consult departments for further details.
- **Room and Board**, the range of living expenses includes costs for on- and off-campus housing. $6,100–$8,700
- **Personal Needs**, a student should budget for clothing, laundry, cleaning, transportation, medical, and personal needs. The campus offers various concerts and cultural activities at special student prices.
- **Parking**, all vehicles regularly on the campus are subject to annual parking charges. Parking costs vary depending on the permit selected. For more information contact Transportation and Parking Services at (909) 787-4395 or visit www.parking.ucr.edu academic year $252